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M
etallic nanostructures have re-
markable optical properties. De-
pending on their geometry, their

optical spectra are governed either by pro-
pagating surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
resonances,1 such as in planar layers, by
localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances,2

such as in invidual nanoparticles, or by com-
binations thereof. Conceptually, this offers, in
favorable geometries, the possibility to coher-
ently transport energy in the form of SPP
waves over mesoscopic distances and to
guide and localize this energy into nano-
metric spots by coupling SPPs to LSPs.3�8

Such a nanofocusing of SPP waves is of
immediate interest for a variety of applica-
tions, ranging from ultra-high-resolution
optical microscopy,9,10 tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy,11 or extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
generation12 to quantum information
processing.13 Nanofocusing is expected to
be particularly efficient in the adiabatic
limit5,6 in which changes in SPP wavevector
are small on a length scale of the SPP wave-
lengthand radiative aswell as reflective losses
areminimized. Experimentally, adiabatic nano-
focusing has recently been studied in a
variety of different geometries such as
two-dimensional tapered waveguides,14,15

metallic grooves,16 and three-dimensional
conical tapers.9�11,17 In particular, sharp con-
ical gold tapers with nanoslit gratings milled
onto the taper shaft9�11,17 are of interest. In
such structures, far-field illumination of the
grating can be used for launching SPP waves
that then propagate toward the very apex of
the tip. Here, this creates a bright and spa-
tially isolated nanometer-sized light source,
ideal for applications, such as in scattering-
type near-field scanning optical microscopy

(s-NSOM). So far, most of the research efforts
in this field have focused on studying
the spatial aspects of such adiabatically
nanofocused light spots, while first dyna-
mical studies of adiabatic nanofocusing ap-
peared only very recently.18 Such time-
resolved studies are needed for exploiting
the full potential of such tapers for creating
isolated few-nanometer-sized light spots
with few-cycle time resolution, an impor-
tant tool for time-resolved nanoparticle
spectroscopy.
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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate adiabatic nanofocusing of few-cycle light pulses using ultrasharp and ultrasmooth

single-crystalline gold tapers. We show that the grating-induced launching of spectrally broad-band

surface plasmon polariton wavepackets onto the shaft of such a taper generates isolated, point-like

light spots with 10 fs duration and 10 nm diameter spatial extent at its very apex. This nanofocusing

is so efficient that nanolocalized electric fields inducing strong optical nonlinearities at the tip end

are reached with conventional high repetition rate laser oscillators. We use here the resulting

second harmonic to fully characterize the time structure of the localized electric field in frequency-

resolved interferometric autocorrelation measurements. Our results strongly suggest that these

nanometer-sized ultrafast light spots will enable new experiments probing the dynamics of optical

excitations of individual metallic, semiconducting, and magnetic nanostructures.

KEYWORDS: ultrafast nano-optics . adiabatic nanofocusing . surface plasmon
polaritons . metallic nanostructures . second harmonic generation
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On the theoretical side, adiabatic concentration of
ultrashort SPP pulses in metallic wedges19 and more
complicated nanostructures20 has recently been stu-
died in somedetail on the basis of general time reversal
ideas.21 In wedges,22 a nanofocused ultrashort pulse
with the desired temporal profile is back-propagated
from the taper apex into the launching region. This
provides the amplitude and phase profile for each
constituent frequency at well-defined spatial positions
on the nanostructure surface that is needed to form the
nanolocalized light spot. Nontrivial spatio-spectral
phase profiles are obtained, suggesting the use of
advanced pulse shaping technology for creating the
desired input light fields. Indeed, in their initial experi-
ments, Berweger et al.18 employed a spatial light
modulator with independent spectral amplitude and
phase control for obtaining pulses confined to 20 nm
with 16 fs time duration at the tip apex. Evidently, the
need for complex pulse shaping makes applications
of such nanofocused light spots more difficult, and it
might be helpful to avoid this complexity. Previous
nanofocusing experiments have been performed
using inherently rough, chemically etchedmulticrystal-
line gold tapers.23 Even though fairly little is actually
known experimentally24 and theoretically25−27 about
the losses and dispersion of few-cycle SPP pulses while
propagating along such surfaces, one may expect that
surface roughness and grain boundaries in multicrys-
talline tapers28,29 will result in substantial out-of plane
radiative losses30 and in-plane k-vector mixing. This
would result in additional pulse dispersion, increasing
the need for external dispersion compensation. Recent
studies of silver nanowires provide upper bounds for
the SPP group delay dispersion of 50 fs2 rad�1 μm�1.31

In the present article, we introduce a novel concept
for fabricating ultrasmooth plasmonic conical gold
tapers formed by electrochemical etching of single-
crystalline gold wires. This allows us to demonstrate 3D
adiabatic nanofocusing of ultrafast SPP pulses at the
apex of such tapers with 10 nm spatial resolution
and 10 fs temporal resolution without the need for
spatio-temporal pulse shaping. Adiabatically focused
s-NSOM10 imaging of individual metallic nanoparticles
reveals sharp field localization with intensities that are
sufficient to induce strong optical nonlinearities at the
taper apex. By recording interferometric frequency-
resolved autocorrelation (IFRAC) traces of the second
harmonic radiation from the tip apex, pulse durations
of 10 fs are demonstrated, limited by the accept-
ance bandwidth of the grating coupler. Our results
are strongly supported by three-dimensional time-
resolved simulations of SPP pulse propagation on
conical gold tapers. This opens the door for exploring
extreme nonlinear optical phenomena at the taper
apex and for probing the dynamics of optical excita-
tions of single nanostructures with ultrahigh time
resolution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Adiatiabatic Nanofocusing on Single-Crystalline Gold Tapers.
The main aim of this work is to study adiabatic nano-
focusing of ultrafast SPP pulses on smooth, single-
crystalline conical gold tapers. Previously used poly-
crystalline gold tips contain randomly varying grain
sizes and surface roughness on a scalemuch below the
wavelength.23,24 We expect that, for such tips, the
propagation of ultrashort SPP wavepackets with pulse
durations in the 10 fs range and typical spectral
bandwidths exceeding 200 nm is affected by Rayleigh
scattering of SPP modes at grain boundaries and/or
surface roughness. We thus used an annealingmethod
prior to etching for obtaining single-crystalline gold
wires with smooth surfaces.23 Polycrystalline 125 μm
gold wires are annealed at 800 �C for 8 h and cooled
slowly to room temperature, effectively replacing the
initially abundant small grains with larger grains com-
parable to the desired size of the tip shaft. After
electrochemical etching of such an annealed wire, we
find that in most cases the taper end consists of only
one large single crystal, with a smooth and defect-free
surface. A scanning electronmicroscope image of such
a plasmonic taper with a grating on its shaft is shown in
Figure 1a. Here, the etching parameterswere chosen to
give an almost perfectly conically shaped taper with an
opening angle of 30�. Using such annealed wires,

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a conical
monocrystalline gold taper with an 800 nm grating period
prepared by focused ion beam milling. (b) Zoomed-in
image for the nanoslit grating milled onto the ultrasmooth
shaft of the gold taper. (c) Zoomed-in image from the apex
of the taper shown in (a) with a radius of only of 7 nm. (d)
Second harmonic signal ISH(θ) (red circles) generated by
adiabatic nanofocusing of a SPP wavepacket at the tip apex
as a function of the polarization direction θ of the funda-
mental laser beam with respect to taper axis. A fit of a
cos4(θ) dependence to the experimental data is shown as a
solid line.
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highly reproducible taper geometries are obtained
provided that clean chemicals and a vibration-free
etching environment are used. For our optical experi-
ments, slit gratings with an 800 nm period, a slit width
of 400 nm, and a depth of 100 nm are focused ion
beam milled onto the smooth shaft of gold tip at a
distance of 30 μm from the tip apex. We have chosen a
distance of 30 μm between nanoslit and tip apex in
order to separate light scattering from the grating and
from the tip apex using far-field optics.17 This distance
is a trade-off between the propagation losses and the
reduction in the background signal due to scattering
from the grating. For planar single-crystalline Au sur-
faces, the SPP propagation distance is more than
60 μm at 800 nm28

;compared to less than 10 μm
for multicrystalline samples;so that we expect rea-
sonably small propagation losses. In the chosen geo-
metry, the grating scattering background is negligible.
Figure 1b shows a zoomed-in scanning electronmicro-
scope image of the nanoslit grating with 800 nm
period milled onto the taper shaft. We have examined
different slit widths and depths for the gratings for
getting higher coupling efficiency and found that a
combination of 400 nm width and 100 nm depth gave
an optimum coupling efficiency while maintaining a
reasonably short pulse duration. A high-resolution
image of the taper apex is seen in Figure 1c. It shows
a tip with a particularly smooth surface and a radius of
curvature at the tip apex of only 7 nm for a taper
opening angle of about 30�. We have found that
opening angles between 20 and 30� are most efficient
in adiabatic nanofocusing. To our knowledge, the
surface quality of these etched single-crystalline
tapers is superior to that of tapers fabricated by other
techniques.

To study the optical properties of these tapers, we
use the setup schematically shown in Figure 2. A Ti:
sapphire oscillator operating at a repetition rate R of

82 MHz is used to generate 6 fs pulses centered at
870 nmwith a pulse energy of 3.7 nJ. Their dispersion is
compensated by a pair of chirpedmirrors and a wedge
pair for fine adjustment. A pair of identical pulses with
variable time delay τ is created in a dispersion-
balancedMach�Zehnder interferometer. These pulses
are focused at normal incidence to a spot size of
1�2 μm onto the nanoslit grating. For dispersion-free
focusing of such broad-band pulses with bandwidth
exceeding 200 nm, an all-reflective Cassegrain objec-
tive is used.32 In order to maximize the SPP coupling
efficiency, the laser pulses are linearly polarized in the
direction perpendicular to the nanoslit gratings. As
is well-known, the grating transfers momentum kg =
2π/a, where a is the grating period, to the incident
light, thus allowing to overcome the momentum mis-
match between the incident light and the evanescent
SPP modes at the taper surface. The launched ultrafast
SPP wavepacket then propagates toward the apex of
the conical gold taper. Due to the evanescent nature of
the SPP mode, this wavepacket cannot emit radiation
into the far-field until it reaches the very apex of the
taper.17 The taper apex then acts as a scatterer for SPP
waves and hence transforms this taper into an ultrafast
nanometer-sized light spot with strong field enhance-
ment at its very apex.

To characterize the optical properties of those
tapers, we first study the overall conversion efficiency
between the incident far-field laser light and light
scattering from the tip apex. For this, we use a second
objective (NA = 0.7) oriented at 90�with respect to the
tip axis and collect solely the light scattered from the
tip apex. When coupling such short and broad-band
pulses onto the grating, we find, for average powers of
up to ∼5 mW, a linear increase in tip-scattered light
with incident power. Higher incident powers are close
to the destruction threshold of either the grating or the
tip. For an input power of 1.5 mW, typical for that used

Figure 2. Schematic of the interferometric frequency-resolved autocorrelation (IFRAC) microscope for time-resolved
characterization of adiabatically nanofocused plasmonic light spots at the apex of a gold tip. A pair of 6 fs optical pulses
centered at 870 nm with variable time delay τ is derived from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator operating at 82 MHz
repetition rate and generated in a dispersion-balanced Mach�Zehnder interferometer. The pulses are focused by an all-
reflective Cassegrain objective onto a nanoslit grating milled onto the shaft of the gold taper. Light scattered from the tip
apex into the far-field is collected by a second high NA objective in reflection geometry, spectrally dispersed in a
monochromator and detected with a cooled CCD detector as a function of the time delay τ between both pulses.
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in the nonlinear experiments described below, we
detect ∼1 μW of tip-scattered light in the far-field.
Considering the finite collection and detection effi-
ciency of our setup, this suggests that an average
power P∼ 10 μW is emitted from the nanometer-sized
apex. This corresponds to a coupling efficiency of 0.7%.
We typically obtain coupling efficiencies of 0.3 to 1%
for such line gratings. For a pulse duration τp = 10 fs,
P ∼ 10 μW corresponds to an average peak power of
Pp = P/(τpR) = 12 W or ∼106 photons per pulse. In
comparison to typical photon numbers emitted from
other background-free nano light sources, such as
aperture or tip-on-aperture probes, this is a remarkably
larger number.

Treating the tip for simplicity as an oscillating point
dipole in vacuum with dipole moment pBT, emitting an
average power of Pp = (|pBT|

2/4πε0)(ω
4/3c3) (where c is

the speed of light in vacuum, ω is the laser frequency,
and ε0 is the vacuumpermittivity), we estimate a dipole
moment on the order of 5 � 10�23 Cm. In the quasi-
static regime, the near-field at position rB induced by
this dipole located at position rBT is given by EBT(rB) =
(3(pBTnB)nB� pBT)/(4πε0|rB� rBT|

3), with nB= (rB� rBT)/|rB� rBT|.
At a distance of 10 nm, a conservative estimate of the
tip radius r0, this corresponds to an electric field
strength of 1012 V/m, on the same order as the atomic
field strength Eat = q/(4πε0r

2) of 6� 1011 V/m. Hence, we
expect in such an adiabatic nanofocusing experiment a
regime of extreme nonlinear optics, showing a variety
of nonlinear phenomena, including higher harmonic
generation12 or particle emission.33

Here, we use the second harmonic (SH) emitted
from the tip apex to further characterize these tapers.
Under similar excitation conditions (6 fs pulses, input
powers of 0.2�3 mW), we observe intense, spectrally
broad-band SH emission, centered around 430 nm
and with a bandwidth of >100 nm. Under such short
pulse excitation conditions, the broad-band continuum
emission,34 known to contribute substantially in similar
experiments performed with longer laser pulses, is very
weak. Since the scattered light collected from the tip
end is free from background excitation light, we can
directly correlate the power of the collected light at the
fundamental and SH.When collecting about 1 μWat the
fundamental, a SH power of about 5 pW is detected.
Similar values are obtained for several tips and also in
earlier reports,18 corresponding to an effective tip di-
pole moment at the SH frequency of pBT

2ω of 10�26 Cm.
Assuming that the SH is emitted from a tip area
of ∼πr0

2, we estimate an effective nonlinear SH surface
polarization35 Peff

s = ε0χs,^^^
(2) ET

2 ≈ |pBT
2ω|/(πr0

2) ≈ 3 �
10�11 C/m and hence a value of the dominant, surface-
normal component χs,^^^

s ≈ 10�23 m2/V of the surface
nonlinear susceptibility tensor,36,37 which is much smal-
ler than earlier estimates.18,35

There may be different causes for this discrepancy,
including the crudeness of the estimate, possible coat-
ing layers on the gold surface, or laser-induced tip
modifications. Most obviously, however, this may in-
dicate that we have substantially underestimated
either the spatial size or the temporal duration of the
nanofocused light pulse. Both effects will be investi-
gated in detail below. First, we analyze the polarization
properties of the emitted SH radiation, another good
indicator of the optical properties of such nanotips.9,38

When changing the linear polarization of the incident
laser pulses from perpendicular to parallel to the
grating, the SH intensity (Figure 1d, red circles) is
suppressed by more than 3 orders of magnitude. The
dependence on polarization angle θ is even more
pronounced than the cos(θ)n, n = 4, dependence
(solid line), which is expected when considering only
that the linear polarizability tensor of such tips is
dominated by its diagonal component along the taper
axis35 and hence pBT is also oriented along that direc-
tion. The pronounced n > 4 dependence found experi-
mentally results from the additional polarization
dependence of the grating coupling.

Spatial Characteristics of the Nanofocused Light Spot: Micros-
copy of Single Metal Nanoparticles. To study the confine-
ment of the adiabatically nanofocused light at the
taper apex, we use this spot as a nanolight source in
a scattering-type near-field microscope, mapping the
optical properties of individual gold nanoparticles.10 In
these experiments, the grating is illuminated with
slightly longer 20 fs pulses centered at 800 nm. The
light scattered from the apex region is collected
while raster-scanning the surface of a quartz substrate

Figure 3. (a) Two-dimensional adiabatically focused
s-NSOM image with 10 nm optical resolution of elliptical
gold nanoparticles with 60� 40� 40 nm3 dimensions on a
glass substrate. Strong scattering intensity is only seen at
the rim of the nanoparticle, whereas its center remains dark.
(b) Corresponding shear force topographical image of the
nanoparticles. (c) Close-up image for the nanoparticle in-
dicated by the square in (a). (d,e) Cross sections of the
topographical (solid red line) and the optical intensity
(opened circles connected by a blue line) along the x- and
y-directions. The cross sections are taken along the dashed
lines (c).
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coveredwith a low concentration of gold nanoparticles
relative to the gold taper. Scanning is performed at a
constant tip�sample distance of 4 nm. Figure 3 shows
the grating-coupled s-NSOM image (a) and the
corresponding topographic image (b) obtained from
slightly elliptical gold nanoparticles with dimensions of
60 � 40 � 40 nm3. In the simultaneously recorded
shear force topographic image, the elliptical shape of
the nanoparticles is clearly resolved. The optical image
(a) is markedly different from the topographic one. We
see a crescent-moon-like near-field pattern, showing
strong localization of the optical signal at the edges of
the nanoparticle, particularly enhanced at the side of
the nanoparticle oriented toward the collection objec-
tive. A close-up s-NSOM image for the nanoparticle
indicated by a square in (a) is shown in Figure 3c. Cross
sections along the dashed lines of the optical image
and the corresponding topographic image are de-
picted in Figure 3d,e, respectively. Along the x-axis,
pointing into the direction of the collection objective,
we find a strong, localized intensity peak with a full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 10 nm. The y-axis
profile shows two peaks of equal intensity, separated
by 40 nm and having a fwhm of 7 nm only. The
intensitymaxima are 30�40%higher than the position-
independent background normalized to unity. Similar
field enhancements at the rim of a nanoparticle have
been seen before, for example, in s-NSOM images of
gold nanodisks39,40 or photoinduced polymerization

images of gold spheres.41 They have been interpreted in
terms of the coupling between tip dipole and the
induced particle dipole39 or of the overall near-field
enhancement of the particle.41 Our results suggest that,
under thepresent conditions (tip sizemuch smaller than
that of the nanoparticle), the contrast is given by the
local coupling between the tip dipole;oriented along
the taper (z-) axis;and the z-component of the vector-
ial electric near-field42 enhanced at the rim of the
nanoparticle and pointing along the tip axis.43,44 The
obscuration of the signal enhancement on one side of
the nanoparticle is likely to reflect a shadowing effect
since here the tip is placed between the collecting
objective and local emission source. Themeasurements
in Figure 3 clearly reveal the spatial confinement of the
adiabatically nanofocused spot at the taper apex to
about 10 nm. These measurements, recorded with very
sharp single-crystalline gold tapers, show a different
image contrast than observed earlier.10 In those experi-
ments, performed with polycrystalline tips with slightly
larger radius of curvature, the optical contrast was
similar to the topographic one. We assign this change
in image contrast mainly to the different tip diameters
used in both experiments. A more detailed analysis of
the image contrast will be reported elsewhere.

Temporal Characteristics of the Nanofocused Light Spot:
Interferometric Frequency-Resolved Autocorrelation. To di-
rectly measure the time structure of the adiabatically
nanofocused light spot at the taper apex, we perform
interferometric frequency-resolved autocorrelation
(IFRAC) measurements of the SH radiation emitted
from the taper apex under ultrashort pulse illumina-
tion. IFRAC is a well-established technique for charac-
terizing amplitude and phase of optical pulses in the
few-cycle regime45−48 and is becoming increasingly
relevant for characterizing local electric fields in nano-
structures.49−51 In our measurements, the nanoslit grat-
ing on the taper shaft is illuminated with a pair of
collinearly propagating, dispersion-free 6 fs incident
pulses with electric field Epi(t,τ) = Ei(t)þ Ei(tþ τ) (where
Ei(t) is the electric field of the incident pulses and τ is
the time delay). A fraction of it is coupled onto the
grating and focused to the taper apex, creating a local
field EpT(t,τ) = ET(t) þ ET(t þ τ), with ET(t) being the
nanofocused field that we are searching for. This field
induces a nonlinear polarization at the taper apex, and
the electric field ENL(t,τ) re-emitted by the material
polarization is collected and spectrally dispersed in a
monochromator. The scattered intensity IIFRAC(λd,τ) =
|
R
ENL(t,τ)exp(�i2πct/λd)dt|

2 from the tip apex is re-
corded as a function of the time delay τ and the
detection wavelength λd. In the case of a pure
coherent and instantaneous SH process, ENL(t,τ) =
χ(2)EpT

2 , with χ(2) being the dominant component of
the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor.

Figure 4a shows the resulting IFRAC trace from the
grating-coupled plasmonic gold taper, obtained by

Figure 4. (a) Experimental IFRAC trace froman adiabatically
nanofocused plasmonic light spot at the apex of a gold tip.
Detection wavelength dependent interference fringes ob-
served in the wavelength range between 390 and 490 nm
are the signature of a coherent second harmonic emission
process. (b) Spectral Fourier transformations of the IFRAC
trace in part (a). (c) Interferometric autocorrelation (IAC)
trace (solid, black) obtained by spectrally integrating the
data in (a) from 360 to 500 nm and (dashed, red) simulation
of themeasured IAC trace, indicating a pulse duration of the
focused light spot of 10 fs.
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recording the scattered emission between 340 and
570 nm while varying the interpulse delay time τ
between�40 andþ40 fs. The IFRAC trace is dominated
by the blue SH emission band around 435 nm. It
shows a modulation period which varies linearly
with λd and indicates a coherent nonlinear emission
process.46,50 Even though the SH spectrum extends
from 360 to 500 nm, it is slightly narrower than half of
the width of the incident laser spectrum covering the
wavelength range from 650 to 1050 nm.

To retrieve ET(t), we analyze the Fourier transform of
the IFRAC trace along the delay axis (see Figure 4b).
This Fourier transform shows peaks around delay
frequencies ντ of 0 (the DC component), (c/2λd (the
fundamental side bands), and(c/λd (the second-order
side bands). In addition, weak peaks at the third side
band reveal the presence of higher order harmonic
processes.48,50 In the absence of incoherent emission
and assuming quasi-instantaneous material nonlinear-
ites, both the DC component and the fundamental side
peak can be used for direct pulse retrieval.46 We have
used the DC component to retrieve ET(t), and Figure 4c
shows that the interferometric autocorrelation (IAC)
trace IIAC(τ) =

R
IIFRAC(τ,λd)dλd calculated from ET(t)

agrees well with that obtained from the data in
Figure 4a, spectrally integrated between 360 and
500 nm. Similar IFRAC measurements have indepen-
dently been performed on the incident pulses Ei(t)
using a thin BBO crystal for SH generation. The results
of the pulse retrieval process are summarized in Figure 5.
The incident pulses have a pulse duration of 6 fs (a),
defined as the fwhm of the intensity envelope, and
their spectral phase is essentially flat (b). Upon grating
coupling and propagation toward the tip apex, the
pulse duration of ET(t) is slightly stretched to∼10 fs. At
the same time, the intensity spectrum IT(λ) (c) is slightly
narrower than the incident spectrum, specifically the
short wavelength part is suppressed. The retrieved
spectral phase jT(λd) (c) shows a slight second-order
dispersion of 25 fs2. This puts an upper bound on the

dispersion of the SPP wavepacket experienced while
propagating over 30 μm along the taper.

To interpret these experimental results, we com-
pare them to fully three-dimensional finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) simulations. In the simulations,
the tip is considered as a conical gold taper with an
opening angle of 20� and a tip apex radius of 7 nm. The
grating parameters are the same as in the experiment,
and a Drudemodel is used for calculating the dielectric
function of gold. Due to the large required computa-
tional space, varying grid sizes are used with a size of
0.2 nm around the tip apex.

Figure 6a shows an image of the time-averaged
electric field intensity simulated when focusing a 6 fs
pulse to a 4 μm spot size on the grating, separated by
30 μm from the taper apex. Amovie of the correspond-
ing time evolution of the local field intensity is shown
in the Supporting Information. The simulations give
clear evidence for adiabatic nanofocusing (see inset in
Figure 6a) and predict a field intensity at a distance of
5 nm from the taper apex, which is ∼200 times larger
than the incident intensity. This compareswell with the
intensity enhancement factor of 100 deduced from
the experimental parameters for a tip size of 10 nm. The
simulations now allow us to extract the time structure
of E(t) at different positions on the taper. Figure 6b,c
shows that the grating coupling transforms the inci-
dent 6 fs pulse into a 12 fs pulse when measured at a
distance of 28 μm from the apex. Upon nanofocusing,
the time structure of E(t) changes only slightly. A movie
provided as Supporting Information shows a break-up
of the pulse into components propagating on the front
and back side of the taper. The pulse duration at the
taper apex is even slightly shortened to 10 fs, as
illustrated in Figure 6d. Our calculations suggest that
this reduction in pulse duration may result from trans-
forming different parts of the incident laser spectrum
into SPP at different positions on the grating. In general,

Figure 5. (a) Time profile of the electric field Ei(t) of the
incident laser focused onto the grating and the nanofo-
cused field ET(t) at the taper apex retrieved from IFRAC
measurements (Figure 4). The slight temporal stretching of
ET(t) to a pulse duration of ∼10 fs is visible. Intensity
spectrum I(λd) and spectral phase j(λd) of the incident laser
(b) and the nanofocused spot (c), respectively. In contrast to
the flat spectral phase of the incident pulse, the nano-
focused pulse shows a small second-order dispersion of 25 fs2.

Figure 6. FDTD simulations illustrating adiabatic nano-
focusing of ultrafast SPP wavepackets on a grating-coupled
plasmonic gold taper. (a) FDTD simulation of the time-
averaged electric field intensity on such a plasmonic taper.
The inset shows the zoomed-in field image near the tip
apex. (b�d) Time structure of the electric field of the (b)
incident 6 fs light pulse, (c) 12-fs SPP pulse launched by
grating coupling, and (d) resulting 10 fs adiabatically nano-
focused SPP pulse at the taper apex.
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the predicted pulse duration matches well with experi-
ment. We take this as a strong indication that under our
experimental conditions the acceptance bandwidth of
the grating coupler, rather than pulse dispersion upon
SPPpropagation, limits the achievable time resolution in
adiabatic nanofocusing. Even for long, 30 μm propaga-
tion distances and few-cycle light pulses, SPP dispersion
is small for the ultrasmooth single-crystalline tapers
introduced in this work. The measured dispersion of
25 fs2 would result in a stretching of a chirp-free 6 fs
pulse to less than 12 fs. This effectively alleviates the
need for advanced pulse shaping techniques for creat-
ing adiabatically nanofocused light pulses with few-
cycle time resolution.

Summary and Conclusion. In summary, we have intro-
duced novel ultrasmooth and ultrasharp single-crystal-
line gold tapers for exploring, both experimentally and
theoretically, grating coupling, propagation, and adia-
batic nanofocusing of ultrashort few-cycle SPP pulses.
We demonstrate nanofocused pulses at the taper apex
with a duration of only 10 fs, spatially localized to about
10 nm. This nanofocusing is so efficient that intense

optical fields, inducing strong optical nonlinearities at
the tip apex, are generated by high repetition rate laser
oscillators. We use the induced second harmonic
emission from the taper apex for retrieving amplitude
and spectral phase of the focused light spot. This
allows us to directly measure the dispersion of ultra-
short SPP pulses propagating in nanoconfined geome-
tries. We provide an upper bound of 25 fs2 for the chirp
acquired within a 30 μm propagation distance. Our
results open up different interesting perspectives for
future work. First of all, they indicate a newmethod for
probing ultrafast SPP propagation52 and dispersion in
metallic nanostructures, a topicwhich so far has not yet
been studied inmuch detail. Here, it will be particularly
interesting to compare our findings to studies of SPP
on polycrystalline metal interfaces. Moreover, it is
immediately apparent that such intense and isolated
few-cycle nanofocused light pulses are of substantial
interest for a variety of applications in nanoimaging
and spectroscopy, in particular, for probing optical
nonlinearities and dynamics of optical excitations in
nanostructures.

METHODS
Single-Crystalline Gold Tapers. Polycrystalline goldwires (99.99%)

with a diameter of 125 μm are purchased from Advent Research
Materials Ltd., Oxford, UK, and cleaned in ethanol. The wires are
annealed at 800 �C for 8 h and then slowly cooled to room
temperature.23 These annealed wires are then electrochemically
etched in HCl (aq. 37%). For etching, rectangular voltage pulses
with a frequency of 3 kHz and a duty cycle of 10% are applied
between the wire and a platinum ring serving as the counter
electrode similar to what has been described earlier.53 The tip
shape is inspected by scanning electron microscopy. Gratings are
milled onto the shaft of these tapers in a dual-beam focused ion
beam microscope (FEI Helios 600i).

Interferometric Frequency-Resolved Autocorrelation Microscopy. A
schematic of the experimental setup used in this work is shown
in Figure 2. It is based on a setup described earlier.50,51 Laser
pulses with an energy of 3.7 nJ and a duration of 6 fs centered
around 870 nm are generated from a commercial Ti:sapphire
oscillator (Femtolasers Rainbow) operating at a repetition rate
of 82MHz. The pulse dispersion is controlled by a pair of chirped
mirrors (Femtolasers GSM014, GDD =�45 fs2/bounce) together
with a pair of wedges (Femtolasers UA124, angle 2�480 , Suprasil 1)
for fine adjustment. A dispersion-balanced Mach�Zehnder
interferometer is used for generating a collinearly propagating
pair of pulses with a variable time delay τ between them. This
time delay is controlledwith a precision of∼50 as bymeans of a
hardware-linearized single-axis piezo scanner (Physik Instru-
mente P-621.1CD PIHera). The pulse pair is expanded to a beam
size of 15 mm in an all-reflective Kepler telescope and then
focused onto the nanoslit grating on the gold taper to a spot
size of 1�2 μm at close to normal incidence by using a
dispersion-free,32 all-reflective, aluminum-coated 36� Cassegrain
microscope objective (Davin Optronics, 5004-000) with a nu-
merical aperture (NA) of 0.5 and a working distance of 8.6 mm.
In order to maximize the SPP coupling efficiency, the laser
pulses are linearly polarized in the direction perpendicular to
the nanoslit gratings. The scattered light from the tip is then
collected by a second microscope objective (NA = 0.7) in
reflection geometry, spectrally dispersed in a monochromator
(SpectraPro-2500i, Acton), and detected with a deep-depletion

liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD detector (Spec-10 100-BR, Princeton
Instruments) as a function of the time delay τ between both
pulses. For adiabatically focused s-NSOM imaging10 of metallic
nanoparticles, the collected scattered light from the tip apex is
imaged onto photodetector and a CDD camera while raster-
scanning the tip across the sample surface.

Scattering-Type Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy (s-NSOM).
s-NSOM imaging was performed in a home-built microscope
described earlier.10 Briefly, etched grating tapers are mounted
onto a quartz tuning fork used as shear force sensor of the
tip�sample distance. The grating is illuminated with sub-20 fs
pulses centered around 800 nm from a home-built Ti:sapphire
oscillator focused to a spot size of 3�4 μmusing anmicroscope
objective (Nikon SLWD 20�) with an NA of 0.35 and a working
distance of 20 mm. Gold nanoparticles (BBInternational) are
deposited at low concentration onto a quartz substrate by dip
coating. The sample is mounted onto a 3D hardware-linearized
piezo scanner (Physik Instrumente P-733) and is raster-scanned
with respect to the tip at a constant tip�sample distance of
4 nm. The light scattered from the tip apex is collected using a
second microscope (Nikon SLWD 50�, NA 0.5) mounted at an
angle of 70� with respect to the tip axis using a photomultiplier
tube or a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD detector.
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Note Added after ASAP Publication: This paper published
ASAP on June 15, 2012. Figure 2 was replaced and several
reference citations were changed. The revised version was
reposted on June 20, 2012.
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